We present a thought experiment quantifying the location of entanglement in configuration space for a bipartite continuous-variable system. One or both parties performs a preliminary measurement to determine whether the system is located in some region of space; we study the entanglement remaining after this measurement. For small regions, the entanglement is determined by a quantity we call the concurrence density. Our approach may be used for any pure state and for any twomode mixed state. For Gaussian states the concurrence density is constant throughout configuration space.
There has been growing interest in the quantification of entanglement in continuous variable systems [1, 2] . Of all entanglement monotones the entanglement of formation [3] has perhaps the most transparent physical significance; however its computation for general continuousvariable states, even pure states, is a very difficult problem. Therefore many discussions of continuous-variable entanglement use instead the logarithmic negativity [4] , which is now known to be a true entanglement monotone [5] and which can be straightforwardly calculated for arbitrary bipartite divisions of multimode Gaussian states [6] . For symmetric bipartite Gaussian states the entanglement of formation can be computed exactly [7] , and other measures of entanglement in multipartite Gaussian states are a topic of active current research [1, 8] .
In this letter we take a different approach: rather than trying to compute a global entanglement monotone between two parties who share a continuous-variable system, we ask where in configuration space the entanglement is located. We do this via a thought experiment in which the entangled state is first measured to localise it in a particular region, and we show that this results in extremely simple expressions for the entanglement.
The thought experiment. Let Alice and Bob share a state (initially assumed pure) of a system of two distinguishable, correlated particles, each moving (for simplicity) in one dimension. Alice can measure only the position of her particle (coordinate q A ), Bob can measure the position of his (coordinate q B ). They agree to make a preliminary measurement of their particles, to determine whether they are found in particular regions of configuration space, and to discard instances of their ensemble in which the particle(s) are not found in the desired region(s). We refer to the resulting sub-ensemble as the 'discarding ensemble'.
The projector corresponding to Alice's measurement of whether her particle is located in a chosen sub-region a of configuration space iŝ
where1 Bob is the identity operation for Bob's (distinguishable) particle. We observe that the density matrix ρ D in the discarding ensemble after the measurement iŝ
where p a = Tr[Ê aρ ] is the probability of finding Alice's particle in a. On the other hand if Alice chooses not to discard the system on those occasions when her measurement tells her the particle is not in region a (we refer to this as the 'non-discarding ensemble'), the appropriate density operatorρ N D iŝ
where the complementary projectorÊ a ′ is defined aŝ
Eq. (3) describes a mixed state in which Alice can (by hypothesis) perform no further operation or measurements on the component projected by E a ′ (her particle is 'out of reach'). It differs from the original density matrixρ in that off-diagonal elements ofρ connecting q A ∈ a and q A / ∈ a have been set to zero. If all the operators available to Alice have support only in region a (i.e. if she can neither measure her particle's properties, nor manipulate it in any way, except when it is in a) then the second componentÊ a ′ρÊ a ′ contains no usable entanglement. Since Alice can distinguish the two portions of ρ N D by a local measurement, the entanglement in the non-discarding ensemble is just
We shall focus on calculating E D in this paper, noting that E N D can be simply obtained from it. We treat the limiting case where the size of the measured regions become very small and show that surprisingly simple closed expressions for the entanglement can be found. It is also possible to study the variation of the entanglement numerically as the size of the region varies, and this will be the subject of a subsequent paper.
Pure states: preliminary measurement on Alice's particle only. Suppose the initial density matrixρ describes a pure state; therefore, so doesρ D as defined in (2) . It is therefore straightforward to calculate its entanglement from the von Neumann entropy of the corresponding reduced density matrix ρ
Suppose further that only Alice's particle is measured in this way: specifically, she initially measures its position in order to determine whether it lies in the region {q A : q A − a ≤ q A ≤ q A + a}, and discards all instances in which this is not the case. Now, since a is to be very small, expand Alice's original reduced density matrix ρ (A) (before the measurement) in the neighbourhood of q A as
where
Within region a, ρ
D is obtained by rescaling ρ (A) according to equation (2), where
Now seek right eigenfunctions φ n of ρ (A)
D within the region a:
Expanding φ n as a power series
the eigenfunction condition becomes (to order
Expanding det(M −λI) to order a 4 and equating to zero, we find two non-zero roots:
So to lowest order the eigenvalues, and hence the von Neumann entropy, of ρ (A) D are entirely determined by the quantity
specifically, the entropy is
Note that if Alice's state is pure,
so the von Neumann entropy is zero as we would expect. Pure states: preliminary measurement on both particles. Now suppose that Alice and Bob still share a pure state, but that both parties measure their systems: Alice's particle must lie in {q A : q A − a ≤ q A ≤ q A + a}, and Bob's in {q B : q B −b ≤ q B ≤ q B +b}. From the argument above we know we can compute the entanglement from Alice's reduced density matrix ρ (A) in the coordinate respresentation. Our first task, therefore, is to evaluate this quantity once Bob has made the measurement of his particle.
We do this by making a Taylor expansion of the full joint density matrix. We define
(15) Alice's reduced density matrix is then found by writing
where p is a normalization constant. By comparison with equation (5) and equating powers of x 1 and y 1 we can immediately identify the terms which appear in the expression for ǫ, equation (12), and therefore determine the entanglement:
The leading (order b 2 ) terms in the numerator of the expression for ǫ (see equation (12)) cancel, because Alice and Bob (by hypothesis) share a pure state and so
We can thus re-arrange the indices in a product of two ρ ijkl terms as
So, the leading term in the numerator of equation (12) The first form (21) is slightly more compact, while the second form (22) makes it clear that the coordinates of Alice's and Bob's subsystems are treated equivalently, as required. The von Neumann entropy, and hence the entanglement (since this is still a pure state), is then S = h(ǫ) as before.
Relationship to the tangle. The results (12) and (22) are somewhat reminiscent of the tangle [9] of a two-qubit pure state. We can understand this relationship as follows: define for both Alice and Bob two-dimensional state spaces consisting of the functions
which are orthonormal on the intervals −a < x 1 < a and −b < x 2 < b respectively. So long as these twodimensional spaces are sufficient, i.e. so long as terms varying as x 2 or higher can be neglected, a Taylor expansion of the joint state to linear order is equivalent to expanding ψ in the basis (23), thereby reducing the joint system to a two-qubit one. Its tangle [9] is
[ρ 1111 ρ 0000 + ρ 1100 ρ 0011
and the prefactor comes from the normalization condition
, in agreement with (21). By analogy with the definition of concurrence C = √ τ for two-qubit states [10] , we define a concurrence density c ≡ C/(ab) such that τ = (cab) 2 ; then, for pure states, c = 2 3ρ 0000
[ρ 1100 ρ 0011 + ρ 0000 ρ 1111
Mixed states. The mapping to a two-qubit system immediately suggests a way of computing the local entanglement also for mixed states, since an exact recipe is known for two-qubit systems [10] . Expressing the density matrix in the 4-dimensional product basis generated from (23), and computing the eigenvalues µ i of ρρ, whereρ is the 'spin-flipped' matrix defined in [10] , we find that all eigenvalues are at leading order proportional to (ab) 2 . These leading terms can be found by solving a quartic; however, we have not been able to find simple expressions for its roots in the most general case. However, once the eigenvalues have been found it is straightforward to calculate the concurrence,
(where the eigenvalues are ordered such that µ 1 ≥ µ 2 ≥ µ 4 ≥ µ 4 ); hence the entanglement of formation is h(C 2 /4) = h((cab) 2 /4), with the concurrence density c = C/(ab) as before.
Example: Gaussian states. The configuration-space density matrix of an N -mode Guassian state can be written in the form [11] ρ(q; q
where ζ 1 is a normalization constant, and where L, M and K are real N ×N matrices with L and M symmetric, while K is arbitrary. These matrices are related to the covariance matrix γ (which completely characterizes the state) through the expressions
(28) For a pure state, M = 0 and K is symmetric. For thermal states of two similar but distinguishable oscillators each having mass m, angular frequency ω and coupling spring constant K with corresponding dimensionless coupling α = 2K/mω 2 , then K = 0 and the values of L and M are given by [6, 11] .
First we consider the ground state. In the discarding ensemble, in the situation where only Alice makes a measurement, the entanglement is h(ǫ) with
On the other hand, if both parties measure, the concurrence density is
So, for a given small a and b, the entanglement depends only on the dimensionless coupling strength α and the fundamental length unit (mω) −1/2 of the oscillators; it is independent of the location of the centres (q A , q B ) of the measurement regions. Note also that ǫ and c can be made arbitrarily large by increasing α.
For mixed Gaussian states, we find that the coefficients in the quartic determining the eigenvalues µ i are independent of (q A , q B ) and hence for such states the eigenvalues, and therefore also the concurrence density, are again independent of position. In Figure 1 we plot the concurrence density as a function of temperature for thermal states of two oscillators with different coupling strengths. Note that the concurrence density vanishes at the same temperature as the log negativity, showing that for this system all states which are entangled from the global point of view of the logarithmic negativity are also entangled by our local measure. It would be very interesting to know whether this property applies more generally.
Discussion. Our results show that it is surprisingly simple to characterize the entanglement in a continuousvariable system, provided one makes preliminary measurements to confine it to a small region of configuration space. It would be possible to generalize our results for pure states, equations (12) and (22), relatively straightforwardly to bipartite divisions of multimode systems where Alice and Bob have access to mutually exclusive subsets of the modes, simply by making multivariate Taylor expansions ofρ. However our approach to the mixed-state problem relies entirely on making a two-state approximation for the state space available to Alice and Bob; this is only consistent if the configuration space available to each of them is one-dimensional.
